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Figure 1: Examples with detailed global illumination effects fully recomputed at interactive rates on a cluster of 24 dual PCs. Left:
Room with a globe and an animated light source causing quick changes in indirect illumination rendered at 4.5 fps. The lamp currently
illuminates the ocean giving the front of the room a bluish color. Center: Complex shadow of an entire maple tree with 1.5 million triangles
at 4–6 fps. Right: Global illumination in a 50 million polygon power plant model running at 2 fps.

Abstract
The addition of global illumination can dramatically increase the realism achievable when rendering virtual en-
vironments. In particular with interactive applications we expect the environment to reflect changes in the scene
due to global lighting effects instead of it being just a static backdrop. However, a sufficiently fast and accurate
computation of global illumination at interactive rates has been difficult even with recent approaches based on
realtime ray tracing.
In this paper we present a highly scalable approach to interactive global illumination. It fully recomputes a high-
quality solution for each frame and thus offers immediate feedback even for dynamic scenes, achieving more than
20 fps for simple scenes. Compared to previous systems we increased the raw performance by a factor of up to
eight and removed the bottlenecks that were limiting scalability. The system now scales linearly in quality and
available computing resources, tested with up to 48 CPUs in a commodity PC-cluster. Due to its logarithmic
scaling property with respect to scene complexity it even supports lighting simulation in complex scenes with more
than 50 million triangles. This scalability allows applications to perform flexible performance trade-offs. We also
argue that the realism achievable through interactive global illumination will make it a standard feature of future
3D graphics systems once the required computing resources are readily available.

1. Introduction

Global illumination effects contribute significantly to per-
ception of “realism” in virtual environments. They provide
the often subtle but important cues that have been miss-

ing in interactive computer graphics resulting in that “arti-
ficial” look often attributed to computer generated images.
In traditional computer graphics the environment is com-
pletely unaffected from any changes to objects in a scene.
Global illumination not only provides realistic illumination
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in the scene, it also causes the environment to “reflect” such
changes to geometry, materials, or lighting. The environment
is no longer a static backdrop but participates in the user’s
activities — just as in our every day experience.

In the past such realism was only achievable with heavy
manual tuning of scenes, e.g. using precomputed lighting
simulations and dynamic light maps. However, such tuning
is only economically feasible for high-volume applications
with predefined scenes such as computer games. Other in-
teractive application scenarios including virtual reality, ar-
chitectural walkthroughs, product design, and visualization
cannot currently achieve the same realism.

If we want to provide the same realism for all 3D graphics
applications we need a global illumination system that pro-
vides immediate feedback to the user and is sufficiently ac-
curate for capturing the often subtle lighting effects. Global
illumination requires complex computations and has been
slow and far from interactive in the past, often taking min-
utes to hours even for a single image of a diffuse environ-
ment. Several attempts to achieve interactive performance
have been made5, 2, 3 but were usually held back by the lack
of ray tracing performance.

An alternative is to incrementally compute the global illu-
mination results and display approximate information during
the computation22, 7, 4, 17. While these approaches achieve
interactive rendering performance, full global illumination
updates are still slow and intermediate results often show
strong artifacts.

Realtime ray tracing has been a promising development
for interactive global illumination as it offers the funda-
mental functionality needed by any such algorithm. Inter-
active ray tracing has first been explored by Muuss et al.13

and Parker et al.14 using massive parallelization on shared-
memory supercomputers. More recently Wald et al. have
shown that interactive ray tracing performance can also be
achieved on small clusters of commodity PCs19, 21.

In order to achieve interactive ray tracing on the desk-
top some form of hardware support will be inevitable and
first research results are promising. Purcell et al.15 showed
how the core ray tracing computations can be mapped to
pixel shaders in programmable graphics hardware using
a stream computing abstraction. In addition, Schmittler et
al. 16 demonstrated that a scalable custom hardware solution
for ray tracing would be able to deliver realtime performance
at comparable hardware costs.

A first implementation of interactive global illumination
was presented by Wald et al.20 and demonstrated interactive
performance at up to 5 fps at reasonable image quality. How-
ever, the approach was still limited regarding frame rate and
scalability.

In this paper we present a new approach that is based
on the same algorithms but avoids these limitations by re-
moving all the scalability issues and significantly improving

basic performance. We use stream computing to further ex-
ploit the coherence in the algorithm. As a consequence we
are able to provide significantly higher frame rates while si-
multaneously achieving superior illumination accuracy and
image quality.

We start the presentation with a brief review and analysis
of the previous interactive global illumination approach20 in
Section 2. Section 3 presents our new approach to scalable
interactive global illumination with results and a comparison
following in Section 4.

2. Previous Approach

Building on their previous work of building a fast ray tracing
engine19, 21 Wald et al. used this technology to also accel-
erate lighting simulation and presented the first system for
interactive global illumination (IGI)20. The approach uses
a modifiedinstant radiosityalgorithm10, which is acceler-
ated byinterleaved sampling11 and uses thediscontinuity
buffer 11 for achieving almost perfectly smooth illumination
results. This choice of algorithms allowed to take maximum
advantage of the increased ray tracing speed. In contrast,
many traditional global illumination algorithms contain bot-
tlenecks that prohibit their parallel and distributed execution.

2.1. Algorithm and Implementation

With the instant radiosityalgorithm, the illumination in a
scene is approximated by a small number ofN (e.g. 20-30)
virtual point lights(VPLs). These VPLs are generated in a
preprocessing step by performing random walks of light par-
ticles from the light sources into the scene, thus approximat-
ing the light transport. VPLs are placed at the hit points of
the random walk with their power determined by the reflec-
tion along the path and the local reflection coefficient.

The scene is then illuminated from these VPLs, which are
described by their positionxi , the surface normalni(xi), and
their emitted radianceLi . The irradiance at any given surface
pointx with normaln is then approximated by summing over
the contributions from all VPLs:

E(x) =
N−1

∑
i=0

V(x,xi)
cosθx cosθi

||x−xi ||2
Li , (1)

whereV(x,y) specifies the visibility between two pointsx
andy, andθx,θi are the angles between the normal vectors
nx, ni and the vectorx−xi , respectively.

The approach is ideally suited for interactive use: For each
frame we can obtain a completely new solution by precom-
puting just a few dozens of VPLs, which requires shooting
only a few hundred rays. The final illumination computation
requires tracing many coherent shadow rays but this maps
well to a distributed and parallel implementation due to its
inherent parallelism and the good scaling properties of ray
tracing with respect to scene complexity and computing re-
sources.

c© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2003.
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The method works best in diffuse environments with little
occlusion, but quality drops only slowly as non-diffuse ef-
fects are added and occlusion increases moderately (see be-
low). Because all computations are performed on a per pixel
basis, the algorithm provides smooth results and does not
suffer from the well-known meshing problems of finite ele-
ment approaches. Because it discretizes illumination sources
instead of receivers, discretization artifacts are limited to
lighting singularities that can easily be dealt with by cap-
ping the quadratic distance attenuation factor. This however
introduces some bias.

The previous approach increased image quality by
roughly an order of magnitude by combining interleaved
sampling11 with discontinuity buffering11. Interleaved sam-
pling is used to increase the set of irradiance samples used
for each pixel by assigning different sets of VPLs for each
pixel of a 3×3 tiling of the image plane. This however would
result in highly visible structured noise artifacts that can be
removed by the discontinuity buffer.

The discontinuity buffer11 trades off spatial resolution of
illumination for higher quality lighting simulation by filter-
ing irradiance across a 3× 3 neighborhood of pixels. Be-
cause the filter support exactly matches the interleaved sam-
pling pattern the typical noise of stochastic sampling (in this
case Randomized Quasi-Monte-Carlo sampling12 of light
sources) is completely removed. However, filtering must be
limited to a meaningful neighborhood by weighting filter
coefficients based on differences between normals and po-
sitions of the irradiance samples. The combination of these
two methods allows us to increase image quality by using
nine times as many VPLs at almost the same cost.

The indirect illumination computed this way was easily
augmented by specular effects like reflections and refrac-
tions due to the underlying ray tracing system. Finally, caus-
tics have been added by using a simplified version of photon
mapping9, 20.

Like the original system, our system is built on top of a
realtime ray tracing system running on a cluster of com-
modity PCs18. It client/server architecture and its distributed
computing imposed some interesting challenges on efficient
global illumination implementations. In particular the small
bandwidth and high communication latency have to be taken
into account.

The distribution architecture follows the common ap-
proach with a demand-driven job distribution based on im-
age tiles, where the server is responsible for scheduling these
image tiles across the clients. After a client has finished ren-
dering its tile the pixels color values are sent back to the
server for display. Clients and server are interconnected via
an off-the-shelf Ethernet network. For more details on the
parallel implementation see18, 21.

2.2. Analysis

The above system for interactive global illumination already
achieved impressive results but was still limited by a num-
ber of performance and scalability issues that we analyze in
greater detail below. This analysis motivates the improve-
ments for the new system described in the next section.

Probably the main drawback of the previous system was
due to performing many computations on the server, includ-
ing the discontinuity filtering. The design of filtering on the
server requires sending additional data to the server, such as
irradiance, normal, and depth. Even though the data had been
quantized and compressed, the increased bandwidth limited
performance even with a gigabit network. Even worse, fil-
tering on the server required additional computation for (de-
)quantizing and (de-)compression, did not scale with the
number of clients, and had relatively poor performance com-
pared to ray tracing due to its high memory bandwidth re-
quirements on the server.

The main lesson taken from recent interactive ray trac-
ing system19 is that coherence is the key for good ray trac-
ing performance. The design of the previous system already
took this into account by shooting shadow rays in a coher-
ent order. However, these rays were still computed individ-
ually and where neither traced in packets nor by using the
SIMD instructions offered on modern processors19, 8, 1. This
severely limited the raw performance of the approach. SIMD
processing alone offers a performance increase by at least a
factor of two as shown later in Section 4.

The above issues placed strict limits on the performance
of the system and the quality of its images, in particular
during interaction. The number of VPLs had to be low for
achieving reasonable frame rates. This resulted in rather low
image quality but still allowed a rough estimate of the overall
illumination in the scene during interaction. However, good
image quality that provided the necessary illumination de-
tails without artifacts was only obtained in static situations.
In this case the display was gradually improved by adding
the illumination of more and more VPLs.

While the underlying ray tracing system did support ar-
bitrary programmable shaders, the previous IGI system was
limited to a simple shading model, supporting only purely
diffuse and perfectly specular effects. Because of a missing
framework for efficiently handling programmable shaders in
previous IGI system, no advanced texturing or procedural
effects were supported.

3. A Fast and Scalable Approach

The new high-performance and scalable system for interac-
tive global illumination keeps the core algorithms of the pre-
vious system including the use of Randomized Quasi Monte
Carlo techniques11, 12. Our modifications mainly address im-
provements in performance, scalability, and consequently
image quality.

c© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2003.
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RT-Technique SSE SSE non-SSE
Scene Shading none simple simple

Shirley-6 (static) 3.7 1.55 0.9
Shirley-6 (dynamic) 2.54 1.29 0.7
Conference (static) 2.5 1.25 0.77
Conference (dynamic) 1.7 1.0 0.58

Table 1: Ray casting performance in millions rays per sec-
ond on a single CPU at a resolution of1024×1024pixels
using a AthlonMP 1800+ (1.5 GHz) processor and various
scenes. Given our current ray tracing performance, shad-
ing is becoming a bottleneck. Even with simple Phong-like
shading, computing rays with SSE can increase performance
by roughly a factor of two. We also provide the numbers
for pure ray casting without shading, which doubles perfor-
mance again. The performance numbers for dynamic scenes
are somewhat lower than for static scenes.

Increased performance: We completely reimplemented
the core algorithms, which now allows for using SIMD in-
structions and for exploiting the fast packet-traversal code
of the underlying ray tracer. This increases performance
by a factor of up to 8 depending on resolution.

Better scalability: We removed the scalability bottlenecks
discussed above allowing the new system to scale linearly
in number of rendering clients, frame rate, and resolution
while maintaining the logarithmic scalability with respect
to scene size thus supporting massive scenes with tens of
millions of polygons.

Improved image quality: The improved performance and
scalability allows for increasing the image quality even
during interaction with the scene. In addition we added
support for textures, programmable light source, surface
shaders, and provide efficient anti-aliasing and tone map-
ping.

3.1. High Performance using Coherent Rays

Wald et al.19 showed that the key to efficient ray tracing
is exploiting coherence. Instead of tracing rays individually
they handled coherent packets of rays in a breadth-first man-
ner and optimized their code using the streaming SIMD ex-
tensions (SSE) of modern processors. The latter optimiza-
tion alone increased performance by more than a factor of
two.

Since the previous system was published, additional per-
formance improvements have been developed for realtime
ray tracing. This has widened the gap between single ray
computations and packet-traversal (see Table 1). While the
ray tracing core is now capable of casting close to four mil-
lion rays per second on a single CPU, this performance drops
by roughly a factor of four when tracing single rays, even if
only simple shading is used. In fact, shading even starts to
become the bottleneck, suggesting that further performance

improvements are best achieved by better optimizing shad-
ing computations. In our case, “shading” means computing
VPL contributions, evaluating BRDFs, sampling textures,
and computing procedural material properties.

Modern compilers now offer better support for SIMD
code. Instead of having to write the code in pure assembly
language the compiler now offerintrinsics for SSE instruc-
tions. While intrinsics are still essentially assembly instruc-
tions hidden in function call form, they can be placed be-
tween normal C++ instructions and allow to symbolically
reference normal C++ variables directly. SSE-code written
in this style is much better maintainable and the compiler
can optimize it through better scheduling and register assign-
ment.

3.1.1. Generation of Coherent Ray Packets

As outlined in19, the most natural way of combining rays to
coherent packets is to combine primary rays from neighbor-
ing pixels. This maximizes coherence inside a packet, and
allows to also generate packets of coherent shadow rays by
connecting the (usually coherent) hit points to the point light
sources. However, this no longer works for instant global il-
lumination due to interleaved sampling where neighboring
pixels no longer share the same set of VPLs.

In order to restore coherence for packets of shadow rays,
we could reorder the rays according to the VPL sets. Even
though this reordering seems simple and straightforward it
requires scatter-gather operations that are very costly due to
memory bandwidth and the number of instructions required.
This overhead offsets any benefits gained through coherent
ray tracing.

An even simpler solution is to already group primary rays
according to the interleaving set used (see Figure 2). This re-
duces the coherence of primary rays by artificially increas-
ing their spacing by a factor of three and results in a higher
overhead for primary rays (about 10% to 20%). However, it
allows to easily and efficiently generate coherent packets of
shadow rays without any overhead for reordering operations.
The slightly smaller coherence for primary rays is easily off-
set by the ability to compute all rays as packets and by using
SSE code.

3.1.2. Streaming Computations

SIMD ray casting can only handle packets of four rays due
to SSE’s limitation to four float values per register or opera-
tion. However, additional performance can still be achieved
by reformulating theentire algorithm in a more streaming-
like and breadth-first way. Instead of directly proceeding to
shading and shadow ray generation after having cast the first
packet of four rays, we castall primary rays for the current
VPL set in a tile and store their results. Finally,all computed
hit points are connected in turn to each VPL in the current
set before computing additional rays (e.g. for reflections).

c© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2003.
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Figure 2: Generating coherent ray packets with respect to
a 3× 3 interleaved sampling pattern. Only combining rays
with the same interleaving pattern (here: set 0) allows to
directly connect the four primary hit points to the same VPL
for generating a coherent packet of shadow rays.

This approach is a more general and cleaner design than
the previous one and better matches the trade-off in todays
software and hardware. It maximizes coherence by using co-
herent ray tracing with larger packets. In addition, the effi-
ciency of SSE code increases with larger data blocks, as any
setup-overhead can be amortized over more data values8, 1.

The streaming approach also allows for supporting ray
tracing architectures that directly support larger packet sizes.
For example, the SaarCOR hardware architecture for ray
tracing 16 uses a packet size of 8× 8 rays. This approach
also fits better to the streaming processing mode of modern
programmable GPUs15, thus the new algorithm could also
be directly mapped to such architectures.

3.2. Streaming Shading Computations

The streaming paradigm is not limited to shooting rays. In
the past the computation of global illumination has been
clearly dominated by the cost of tracing rays. However, with
the realtime ray tracing systems of today this is no longer
true. Table 1 shows that even with very simple Phong-like
shaders the cost of shading already starts to dominate ray
tracing.

Thus, it becomes necessary to use the streaming approach
also for shading computations. However, this is much more
difficult due to the variability of shading code written by
users. As a consequence, we chose to change the program-
ming model for shaders by splitting it into two separate en-
tities: aBRDF shaderand asurface shader.

The BRDF shader is responsible for evaluating the light-
ing contribution and evaluating the BRDF, based on a set
of parameters provided by the surface shader. The BRDF

shader is also responsible for tracing reflection and refrac-
tion rays. Because most traditional surface shaders rely on a
small number of standard BRDFs for evaluating the illumi-
nation, we expect this separation to impose few limitations
in practice. The separation of the shaders, however, allows
us to optimize the few BRDF shaders by applying the same
streaming approach as described above.

The surface shaders only compute the parameters for the
BRDF-shaders. They are fully programmable by the user
and allow for all the standard procedural shading techniques
such as texture access and noise functions to modify the lo-
cal surface properties6.

This new programming model for shaders allows for
highly optimized shading while still providing most of the
options of fully programmable shaders. As a result we can

Figure 3: Freely programmable procedural shading in a
globally illuminated scene. The standard “Shirley 6” test
scene (left) and after applying several procedural shaders
(marble, wood, and brickbump). Even with shaders that
make extensive use of noise function the performance only
drops to 3.7 fps compared to 4.5 fps with constant diffuse
reflection.
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combine global illumination with efficient procedural shad-
ing for better image quality as shown for example in Fig-
ure 3.

However, the bulk of all shading operations, such as
computing the contribution from the VPLs, generating and
shooting the shadow rays, and evaluating the BRDF for each
non-occluded shadow ray, are now performed by highly op-
timized SSE code using the streaming approach.

3.3. Efficient Anti-Aliasing by Interleaved
Super-Sampling

The original system provided high-quality anti-aliasing us-
ing progressive over-sampling in static situations but suf-
fered from artifacts during interaction. This was caused by
the low image resolution and the fact that only a single pri-
mary ray was used per pixel.

Efficient anti-aliasing is still an unsolved problem in ray
tracing as the rendering time increases linearly with the
number of rays traced. Anti-aliasing by brute-force super-
sampling in each pixel is thus quite costly, in particular in an
interactive context. On the other hand, methods like adaptive
super-sampling are problematic due to possible artifacts and
the increased latency of refinement queries in a distributed
setup.

However, in our case anti-aliasing can be implemented
with little performance impact using a similar interleaving
approach as for sampling VPLs. Instead of connecting each
primary ray to allM VPLs in the current set, the VPLs are
grouped intoN different subsets with roughlyM/N VPLs
each. We then useN primary rays per pixel for anti-aliasing,
each ray computing illumination only with its own subset of
VPLs. For the images in this paper we useN = 4.

With the faster global illumination computation and the
typically large number of VPLs, the overhead of theN− 1
additional rays is usually in the order of 20% to 30%, which
is well justified by the resulting increase in image quality
(see Figure 4).

3.4. Improving Scalability

Because of the high preprocessing costs of photon mapping
we do not support it in the new version. This allows us to
move the discontinuity buffer from the server to the clients
resulting in a tremendously reduced network bandwidth as
we only need to transfer final quantized pixel colors to the
server. The load on the server is also minimized and is lim-
ited to managing the load balancing by handling out tiles and
copying the finished pixel values to the frame buffer.

A drawback of filtering on the client side is that a 3× 3
interleaved sampling pattern requires that each client com-
putes an overhead of one additional pixel on each side of the
tile. For a tile size of 40×40 pixels the overhead of 164 pix-
els is now easily tolerable when using ray packet traversal

Figure 4: Efficient anti-aliasing. Left: A single primary ray
per pixel, exhibiting strong aliasing artifacts. Right: 4 pri-
mary rays per pixel, resulting in reduced aliasing. Using our
method, anti-aliasing is very cost efficient: While the left im-
age renders at 4 fps, the anti-aliased image is only slightly
slower, running at 3.2 fps. As both images use the same total
number of shadow rays per pixel, the quality of the lighting
simulation is virtually indistinguishable.

(roughly 10%). During discontinuity filtering all pixel data
can easily be kept in the processor caches. Fortunately, the
cache effects of filtering after a tile has finished rendering
have little effects on the ray tracing computations. The shar-
ing of cache entries between tiles is rather small anyway. In
our implementation the filtering code has also been imple-
mented with SIMD code.

Due to moving the filtering step on the client side each
client now has to generate all sets of VPLs per pattern. With-
out the need to shoot thousands of caustic photons for pho-
ton mapping the costs of generating a few hundred VPLs are
easily tolerable.

In order to further enhance image quality we added sup-
port for client-side tone mapping for handling the high dy-
namic range of radiance values. The client-side implemen-
tation was preferred for the same reasons as for filtering but
introduced another complication. Global information about
the frame, such as the average luminance, is not available to
clients, which processes only a single tile at a time. We there-
fore chose to compute the required values separately for each
tile and combine them on the server side. The server then up-
dates the tone mapping parameters and broadcasts them to
all clients to be used for the next frame. This introduces an
additional latency of one frame for changes in tone mapping,
which is negligible in practice.

4. Results

After discussing the individual improvements of the new
system, we next evaluate its overall performance. All of the
following experiments have been performed on a cluster of
24 dual AthlonMP 1800+ PCs with 512 MB memory each.
All clients are connected to a commodity 100 Mbit switch,
while the server machine uses a gigabit-ethernet connection
to the gigabit uplink of the switch. The gigabit connection is
required for handling the large bandwidth of pixels data at

c© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2003.
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Figure 5: Increased image quality. Left: Comparison of old (far left) and new (left center) system both running on 8 clients.
We adjusted the parameters such that the new system achieves the same frame rate. The increased performance thus allows for
significantly more VPLs yielding an image quality that corresponds to a converged solution of the old system after accumulating
results for several seconds. Note that the improved image quality is much more visible during interaction with the scene. Using
the same parameters as the old system the new system achieves a frame rate of 12 fps. Two images on the right: Details of the
two solutions on the left, respectively. Note, that these image are fully recomputed for every frame and thus the same quality is
maintained even during interactions.

high resolution and/or high frame rates. This setup is identi-
cal to the one used by Wald et al.19, 20.

More information on the example scenes can be found in
Figures 7 to 9.

4.1. Direct Performance Comparison

We start with a direct comparison of the new system with
the previous implementation by Wald et al. For this test we
used no programmable shading and turned off anti-aliasing
as these features were not available in the old system. Note,
however, that all other computations are included in this
comparison, including shooting of rays, computing the con-
tributions of the VPLs, cost for filtering with the disconti-
nuity buffer, and handling of network communication. Also
note that the measurements for the new system already in-
cludes the 10% overhead due to the loss of coherence as
mentioned earlier.

The results of the experiments are shown in Table 2. At the
previously published resolution of 640×480 the new system
outperforms the old one by a factor of 2.5 to 3.2. This im-
provement is mainly due to the inefficiencies of the old sys-
tem with respect to tracing coherent rays and better cache

Office Conference Power plant

640×480 2.7 3.2 2.5
800×600 2.9 3.41 2.7
1000×1000 4.2 7.2 4.0
1600×1200 5.7 8.0 5.1

Table 2: Ratio of performance comparing the new versus the
previous system using 64 VPLs/pixel with full shading and
filtering at various resolutions. Even with the 10% overhead
due to overlap at tile boundaries the new system outperforms
the original by up to a factor of 8 at higher resolutions.

Office Conference Power Plant

640x480 1.72 (1.41) 1.12 (0.85) 0.33 (0.28)
800x600 1.77 (1.45) 1.22 (0.94) 0.42 (0.29)
1000x1000 1.84 (1.49) 1.33 (1.03) 0.44 (0.31)
1600x1200 2.00 (1.63) 1.46 (1.09) 0.48 (0.34)

Table 3: Million rays per second on AthlonMP 1800+ CPUs
at different resolutions with 16 VPLs, full shading and filter-
ing. Using ray packet traversal the new system offers sub-
linear costs in the number of pixels. The number in parenthe-
sis are for dynamic environments, which impose a ray trac-
ing overhead due to additional processing of scene changes.

utilization by the new streaming approach. For higher reso-
lutions the advantages of the new system increase even more,
up to a factor of 8. At higher resolution we even see asuper-
linear behavior due to the increased coherence between rays.
Table 3 illustrates the sub-linear costs of ray packet traversal
as image resolution is increased.

After removing the server bottleneck and the network
bandwidth issues of the previous system (see Section 3.4)
we are no longer limited to a maximum of 4 to 5 frames
per second at video resolution of 640× 480. With the new
system we achieve up to 20 fps at video resolution, and still
8 fps at full screen resolution (1024×1024) with 12 VPLs
per pixel. This is another step towards practical use of the
system, where a minimum frame rate of 10 fps is typically
needed.

Rendering high-quality images at high frame rates still re-
quires a substantial number of PCs. As all scalability bot-
tlenecks have been removed, we can efficiently use all these
rendering clients, and achieve almost-linear scalability in the
number of clients, as can be seen in Figure 6: For all tested
scenes, scalability for up to 24 client PCs (48 CPUs) is al-
most perfectly linear. Note that this is not only true for trivial
scenes but also for highly complex scenes such as the maple
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trees (see Figure 1, center image) or even when computing
global illumination in the 50-million triangle power plant
scene (see Figure 1, right image). This power plant scene
consists of four instances of a 12,5 million triangle plant.
Though we did not have access to more machines for test-
ing, it seems that performance should scale well beyond our
48 CPUs. A strict upper limit is still given by the available
network bandwidth to the server machine.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented a scalable approach to interactive
global illumination based on the previous work by Wald et
al. 20. We improved both the raw performance of the basic
algorithm by a factor of 2.5 to 8 using stream computing with
larger packets of rays and by optimizing the implementation
with SIMD code. Using the same number of client PCs, the
increased performance translates to many more VPLs and
consequently better image quality at the same frame rate (see
Figure 5).

In addition we removed the previous scalability bottle-
necks, which allows us to scale almost perfectly with avail-
able computing resources, image resolution, and frame rate.

These improvements allow us to provide significantly bet-
ter image quality in particular during interactions. The sys-
tem provides immediate feedback to a user interacting with a
scene by fully recomputing the global illumination solution
for every frame. Detailed global illumination results provide
an unprecedented realism even at interactive rates.

In addition we provide programmable shading, tone-
mapping, and an efficient anti-aliasing technique that per-
forms super-sampling at a fairly moderate cost. These tech-
niques again improve image-quality with only a slight im-
pact in performance.

Due to the logarithmic scaling of the underlying ray trac-
ing engine we are able to efficiently compute global illumi-
nation even in scenes with up to 50 million triangles. How-
ever, this scene is at the edge of what is currently possible.

Even with the results show in this paper a number of sig-
nificant problems remain. The algorithm still does not scale
well in large scenes with significant occlusion and many
light sources where the stochastic distribution of VPLs in-
troduces lighting artifacts that are difficult to eliminate. In
both cases the algorithms are unaware of the relative view
importance of specific light sources.

It is also important to stress that the presented approach
is biased because of the way we deal with the singularities
at VPL locations. While we already consider glossy effects
during the generation of VPLs the reflection characteristics
of the surface at the VPL is not yet taken into account while
illuminating the environment.

The current implementation is missing support for photon
mapping. Photon mapping could be easily integrated into the
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Figure 6: Scalability with client PCs: Performance is essen-
tially linear up to 24 PCs/48 CPUs. This applies to scenes
ranging from several hundred triangles (Shirley-6) up to the
the power plant with 50 million triangle (four instances).
Also note how the new system scales in frame rate well be-
yond the original system, which was limited to at most 5
frames per second.

current approach by computing all sets of caustic photons on
each client. However, this preprocessing costs would pose a
significant limit on performance and scalability. Therefore,
we will concentrate on optimizing the photon mapping step
itself.

Finally, it will be interesting to evaluate how our algo-
rithm can be mapped to other hardware architectures, e.g.
to the SaarCOR architecture16 or to programmable graph-
ics hardware15. The scalability of the new approach and its
support for stream computing should help supporting these
hardware architectures.

The significant improvement in realism in particular dur-
ing interactive sessions with the system strongly indicates
that interactive global illumination will play a major role in
future 3D graphics systems. Similar to texturing a few years
ago it will become a mandatory feature as soon as the re-
quired computing resources become readily available on the
desktop. Interactive global illumination might be the next
“killer feature” for 3D graphics applications, including com-
puter games.
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Figure 7: Left: Another view of the room with globe containing roughly 20,000 triangles. This time the animated lamp illumi-
nates North America which reflects a yellowish color into the room (compare to Figure 1a). Right: The conference room with
280,000 triangles rendering at about 20 fps on 22 dual PCs with 12 VPLs.

Figure 8: The well-known Shirley-6 test scene consisting of 600 triangles augmented with procedural shading. These frames
render at roughly 22 fps with 12 VPLs allowing arbitrary changes in the scene with immediate global illumination feedback
that includes even subtle lighting and shadow details.

Figure 9: The same view of the power plant scene containing four copies of the model with a total of 50 million triangles
rendered at about 2 fps with global illumination. These two views clearly show the difference between direct illumination with
hard ray traced shadows and the smooth lighting due to the global illumination simulation. Note the detailed smooth shadow
and the indirect illumination.
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